
Balloon Cup:  Optional Rules from BGG 
 
It is possible to have won 20 cubes without winning a trophy: 2 gray cubes, 3 blue cubes, 4 
green cubes, 5 yellow cubes, and 6 red cubes. If this happens to both players, that's 40 cubes 
out of the bag and only 5 cubes left in the bag. Sometimes this happens in actual games. And 
situations almost this bad are fairly common. A method for returning cubes to the bag sooner 
would improve Balloon Cup! We do this by adding two new trophies to the five regular trophies. 
The first person to claim four or more trophies wins. (For a shorter game, play until one player 
wins three trophies. If both players win their third trophy on the same turn, continue playing 
until one player wins the last trophy.) Here are the new trophies: 

 "Trophy Ten" requires ten cubes of any color.  
 "Trophy One" requires one cube of each color. 

All of the rules are the same as in regular Balloon Cup. In particular, these rules still apply: 
1. After any single-color trophy has been claimed, three cubes of that color may be 
traded in for one cube of any color. The three cubes traded in must be the same 
color. Trades are always optional. 
2. When a hop is won, the winner makes any desired trades, then claims any 
trophies they have won. Then the other player does the same, and so on. If after 
making any desired trades, a player has the cubes required to claim a trophy, they 
MUST claim it. (For example, if you have ten or more cubes (after any desired 
trades) and "Trophy Ten" is still available, you MUST turn in ten cubes of your choice 
and claim "Trophy Ten".) 
3. If the order in which you claim trophies changes which trophies you can claim, you 
get to pick the order. 
4. All cubes used to claim trophies are returned to the bag before re-populating the 
just-flipped hop with cubes. 
5. Each trophy is worth one victory point -- the numbers on the trophies are the 
cubes required, not victory points. 

(Suggested by Patrick Duff) 
 

To Prevent Locking Up :  
The number of cubes in play of any given colour should not be equal to or more 
than the number needed to win that trophy color.  So: 

There should be no more than 2 grey cubes  
There should be no more than 3 blue cubes  
There should be no more than 4 green cubes  
There should be no more than 5 yellow cubes  
There should be no more than 6 red cubes 

 
 

One player suggests: “flip tiles over when they are won, play on both sides of 
each tile, return cubes to the bag, limit the number of cubes in play to less than 
the trophy requirement, do not allow two gray cubes on the same tile, allow 7's 
to replace any card of the same color already in play, allow an unplayable 
card to be discarded, and sometimes play with the optional "one of each color" 
or "ten of any color" trophies (when we have time to play a longer game). “. 
 
 
Other Options: 
1. No 3-for-1 trades are allowed (Creator’s Original Rules).  This may decrease some of the 

strategic possibilities in the end game. 
 
2. Limiting play on opponent’s side (four main variations). Playing cards on opponent’s side 

is only allowed when: 
a) all cards on your own side of that tile are complete (Creator’s Original Rules) 
b) all cards of that color on your own side of that tile are complete (Creator’s 

Compromise Rules) 
c) more cards of that color have been played on your own side of that tile than your 

opponent’s side (Modified Compromise Rules) 
d) at any time (Published Rules).   
 

3. Any card already played can be replaced with a seven of the same color (Wild Card 
Variation).  This adds a “wild” card feature, since replacing a high or low card with a 
seven can unbalance the value of an otherwise virtually won tile. 

 
4. Four possible ways hop tiles can be flipped: 

(A) Flip a hop tile each time it is won (box rules); 
(B) Leave hop tiles "high" for entire game (proposed by another poster); 
(C) Let winner of hop decide whether to flip the hop tile; 
(D) Let player of last card decide whether to flip the hop tile. (If you played the card which 

won the hop, you get the hop's cubes and choice of next hop side. If you played the card which 
lost the hop, you get choice of next hop side and get to play the next card.) 

 
5. Optional Single Card Discard: Allow an unplayable card to be discarded and another card 
drawn – ending the turn. This along with the “unplayable hand / four card exchange” rule. 
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